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Abstract
In this work, using Lyapunov-Shmidt Method, we study existence and bi-

furcation of homoclinic and subharmonic solutions of the nonlinear equation:
a‘: = A: + f(:) + F(t,z,A), where z E R7, F(t,z,0) E 0 and A e R2 is a small
parameter. We assume that A and f are reversible with respect to a symmetric
matrix 5, such that S 2 = I and that A is hyperbolic. A major difficulty han-
dled in this paper was to prove the uniform boundedness of some generalized
inverses. Some examples of nonlinear ordinary equations are analyzed.
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1 Introduction
Consider the equation:

i = A: + f(z) + F(t,z, A), (1,1)

where a: E R2, F(t,z,0) E 0 and A E R2 is a small parameter. We assume that A
and f are reversible with respect to a symmetric matrix 5, such that S2 = I.

The object of this paper is to study existence and bifurcation of bomoclinic and
subharrnonic solutions of equation (1.1). We find the bifurcation curves in both cases.
A major difficulty that arises in this problem is to prove the uniform boundedness of
the generalized inverse that appears when we use the Lyapunov-Schmidt Method.

Using this approach, this problem was considered by Chow, Hale and Mallet-Paret
[3], for nonlinear second order equations. This problem is also analyzed in Chow and
Hale[2]. Rodrigues and Silveira[7] studied the homoclinic case for infinite dimensional
systems, with applications to a nonlinear beam equation.

The problem of the uniform boundedness of the right inverse was considered by
Chan and Chow in [1], where they analyzed some examples.



In this work we consider the general case, where the unperturbed nonlinear equa-
tion 5: = Arc + f (m) is reversible with respect to a symmetric matrix S. A consequence
of the uniform boundedness is that the bifurcation curves for any subharmonic and
for the homoclinic solutions can be found altogether, that is, we can find a neighbor-
hood of the origin in the A-space and all the bifurcation curves in this neighborhood.
The symmetric Hartman-Grobman Theorem as proved in Rodrigues[8], plays an im-
portant role in our approach.

In the last chapter of this work we analyze some applications of our results to
nonlinear two dimensional system of ordinary differential equations.

2 Uniform Boundedness of the Generalized
Inverses

Now we present some basic results which will be important for the proofs of
our main results.

Let S be a n x n real symmetric matrix such that S2 = I. Let S = {z e R":
53: = z} and JV = {z E R" : -S:t: = z}. Then S and N are orthogonal spaces and

Definition 2.1 Let g : R x R" —> R" be a Lipschitz continuous function. Consider
the difierential equation: :i: = g(t,z). Let S be a n x 11. real symmetric matrix such
that S7 = I. We say that the above system is Reversible, or has the Property E, with
respect to S if Sg(—t,S:r) = —g(t,z) for all t, 2. In this case we also will say that
g(t, z) is reversible.

Throughout this paper we assume that S 76 i].
For the notations and basic results on reversible systems or systems with the

Property E we suggest Hale[5] and Vanderbauwhede[9].
If z(t) is a solution of a reversible system then Sz(—t) is also a solution. If z(t, 3:0)

denotes the solution of the above equation with initial condition $0 at t = 0, then
a:(t, $10) = Sz(—t,:so), for every t E R.

If A is a n x n real matrix which is reversible with respect to S and [9 is an
eigenvalue of A associated to the eigenvector 30, then —fi is also an eigenvalue of A
associated to the eigenvector 52:0. In other words, the spectrum of A is symmetric
with respect to the origin in the complex plane.

Consider the systems:

i = Ay (2.1)

i = Az+f(:1:), (2.2)

Theorem 2.2 (The Symmetric Hartman-Grobman Theorem) If A has no eigenvalue
on the imaginary axis, f : R" —> R“ is a 01 function such that f(:t:) = o(|:c|), as 1:

goes to 0, and if equation (2.2) is reversible with respect to S, then there exists a local
homeomorphism h that conjugates the orbits of (2.1) and (2.2) in a neighborhood of
the origin, such that h o S = S o h. In particular, if z is in this neighborhood and
52: = x, then S(hz) = hz.



For a. proof of the above result see Rodrigues[8].
Using the symmetry assumptions we can prove the following lemma:

Lemma 2.3 Suppose the assumptions of Theorem (2.2) satisfied. Let V‘ and V“,
respectively, be the global stable and unstable manifolds of the origin with respect to
system (2.2). Then the following hold:

(i) V' = SV“

(ii) If 30 6 V" 05, $0 75 0 then 1:0 6 V', z(—t,zo) = Sz(t,:c0), for every t E R,
and z(t,:z:o) is homoclinic to the origin.

(iii) IfT > 0, 3:0 6 S, z(T,:z:o) E 8 and z(t,zo) Q” S, for every t E (0,T) then
z(t,z:o) has minimum period 2T.

Lemma 2.4 Suppose n = 2 and that the eigenvalues of A are fl and —B, where
fl > 0. Let the system (2.2) be reversible with respect to S, where f : R2 —+ 32 is
a C1 function such that f(:z:) = o(|z|), as 1: goes to 0. If there exists $00 6 V“ 08,
1:00 75 0, then there are positive constants, 5 and To, such that for each T > To, there
exists 2:1- 6 S, lzw — zrl < 5, 2:7 ——> Ice, as T —¢ 00, such that the solution z(t,:rq-),
of (2.2), is periodic and has minimum period 2T.

Proof. Since $(—t,$°°) = Sz(t,:z:°°), for every t e R, the set C = {z(t,zm) : t G

R} U {0} is a. Jordan curve, transversal to S at zoo . We can define an order on S,
in such a way that 0 < zoo. Let e > 0, be such that the phase portrait of (2.2) in
a neighborhood of the origin is given as in Fig.(2.1). Let a = a, > 0 be such that
|z(t, zw)| < 6/2, for every t 2 a. From the continuity with respect to the initial data,
it follows that there exists 6 > 0, such that if y E S, y < zoo and Iy — zml < 6 then
|z(a,y) — z(a,z°°)| < 5/2. Therefore there is T = T(y) 2 a such that z(T,y) G S
and so z(t,y) is 2T-periodic. Moreover z(T,y) is in the interior of the Jordan curve
C. For a fixed 17 E S, i < 2:00, lg — zm| < 8, let To be such that :1:(To,37) G S. For
each :|:, 37 < a: < zoo, there exists a least T > To, such that x(T,z) G S, and so z(t,:r)
is 2T -periodic. We denote 2T = x. This completes the proof. I
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Remark 2.5 Fiedler and Vanderbauwhede [4] proved a similar result for dimension
greater than two. We present our proof in the two dimensional case because it is very
simple.

Under the conditions of Lemma (2.4), for each T, T > To > 0, let pT(t) =
z(t,zT), where 21 is as in the proof of that lemma. Then SpT(—t) = pT(t) and
SpT(t) = — 'T(t), for every t E R and if T is finite then pT(t) is 2T-periodic.

Let S, A and f as in Lemma (2.4). Consider the system:

:i: = A3: + f(:r) + F(t,z,A) (2.3)

where F is a smooth function l-periodic in t, such that F(t,:r,0) E 0 and A E R2.
Our purpose is to study the existence and bifurcation of m-periodic and bounded

solutions of (2.3).
Without loss of generality we can assume that fl = 1.

Now We consider the following basis for R2, {61,62}, where Se; = e1, Se; = —eg,
and det(e1,e2) = 1. Let 2: = z1e1+ 2282.

In the new basis the systems (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) will be similar to the original
ones, but (2.1), (2.2) will be reversible with respect to the following matrix S =
(3 31)-

Furthermore, in the new basis, A = ( 0 b), where b > 0 and f = col(f1,f2),1 / b 0
where f‘(% 42) = —f‘(21,zz), m1, —$2) =mm), for any e R.

The new expressions for the solutions pT(t),pT(t) will have the correspondings
properties of the old ones. For example, p’fl—t) = —p'f(t), pfl—t) = pg(t),pf(—t) =
Pi“) and pH—t) = -pg'(t), for every t in R. Therefore, fiflfi) = 0.

Consider the system:

5: = Az+f=(pT(t))z (2.4)

Lemma 2.6 Under the assumptions of Lemma (2.4) the following hold:

(a) trot) = o and fr “(swans = 0-

(ii) There exists a unique solution qT(t) of (2.4), such that SqT(0) = qT(0) and
det YT(0) = 1, where Y7-(t) = (qT(t),pT(t)).

Proof. It is obvious that tr(A) = 0. From the reversibility of f it follows that
f=(5==) = —Sf=(z)5 and so, JET tr(f=(PT(t)))dt = for tr(f=(PT(—t)))di =
ff tr(f,(SpT(t)))dt = — foT tr(Sf,(pT(t))S)dt = — 13 tr(f=(pT(t)))dt

The second part can be proved as follows. Let us suppose that there are two
solutions, q and «7. Then det(q(0) — a(0),;37(0)) = 0 and so q(t) — q(t) and i770) are
linearly dependent solutions of (2.4). Therefore there exists e such that q(t) - q(t) =
cpT(t). If we let t = 0 and multiply by S the last equality, we obtain q(O) — ‘l(0) =
-— 'T(0). The two last equalities imply that c = 0 and so q(t) = q(t), for every t-e R.
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The symmetry assumptions imply that q,T (—t) = q1T(t) and q,(——-_t)— —q2T,(t) for
every t in R. Therefore q2T—(0)- 0.

From now on we are going to assume that the space of the 2T-periodic solutions
of (2.4) has dimension 1. This implies that pT(t) = col(;i1T(t),p;(t)) is a basis of that
space.

It follows from Lemma (2.5) that

e“ I: ‘df-(PT('))a(Rz(t)i —p1T(t))

is a basis of the space of the 2T-periodic solutions of the adjoint equation of (2.4).
Let PT be the space of 2T-periodic functions from R to R2 if T is finite and P00

be the space of bounded functions from R to R2 with the usual sup norm.
Consider the projections: P1 = (8 2), P2 = (3 8). Then YT(t)P1 and

PgYT'1(t) are 2T-periodic if T is finite and are bounded if T = 00.
Let MT and QT be projections defined as follows: for each function g 6 PT, let

(Mr9)(t) = gz(0)fiT(t)/i>z (0) and

(Qth) = (1/47)f ¢T<s)g(s)ds um,

wherew) = efo ‘flf-Wwpm) —p1(t)) and dT= fwwwm where'
indicates the transpose of the matrix.

Consider now the nonhomogeneous system:

i = Az + f.(pT(t)>z + gm (2.5)

Theorem 2.7 (The fiedholm Alternative and The Uniform Boundedness)
Let f be a 03 function. Under the above assumptions, if g 6 PT, then system (2.5)
has a solution in P1 if and only if

f, PzY;‘(s)g(s)ds = 0 (a. QT, = 0),

If this last condition is satisfied then system (2.5) has a unique solution (Krg)(t) in
PT, such that MTUCTg) = 0. Moreover there exist positive constants, To and K, such
that, for any T 2 To, ||ICTg|| S K||g[|, for any function g in ‘PT, where I] - N indicates
the sup norm.

Proof.
We will consider only the case T < 00, because the case T = 00 is simpler. If

QTg = 0, from the variation of constants formula it follows that the 2T-periodic
solution of (2.5) is given by:

zu) = Yr(t)YT-*(0)z(o>+/°'Ya~(t)YT-1(s)g(s)ds

= Yr(t)YT-‘(0)z(0)+ [Yr(t)P1YT"(s)g(s)ds + [YruiPzYT-‘(sigoids

Yr(t)[Y;‘(0)z(0) + j: PzYT-‘(s)g(s)dsl + [Jovian-wounds +
5



/; l‘}(t)P2YT”(s)g(s)ds

= mt)“ [0 YT(t)P1YT"‘(3)g(s)ds+ /Ty7(t)P,YT-1(,)g(s)d,

where w = Y771(0)z(0) + [OT PQYT'1(s)g(s)ds.
The condition Mz = 0 implies that Pm) = 0. Let

(mm) = mow + [0' YTaWT-‘(amws + j; YramYT-‘(smws
where w will be determined below.

The periodicity condition implies that w must satisfy:

WT) — m—an = — /_ YT(T>P,yT-‘(s)g(s)ds

and then
T

[I — Y;1(T)YT(—T)1w = — /_T Pin-lemma
and

[P1Y;1(T)YT(—T)]w = j; PlYT'1(s)g(.s)ds.

From this expression we can find 10, such that le = 0. In fact, 10 = col(p,0),
where

__
cf: ”f'(’r(‘»d'u
292(—T)¢11(T)

and u is the second component of ff, P1Y771(s)g(s)ds.
Therefore, [YT(T)P1Y771(T)YT( —T)]w = ff;- YT(T)P1YT‘ 1(.s)g(.s)d.s.
Since YT(—T)Pz = SYT(T)P2, we have:

YT(T)P1Y;‘(T)SYT(T)w = [T Vanni/{Roma (2.6)

But,
_YT(T)P1Y7TI(T)S = (fiz(T)q2(T)e(‘)Jf"(f-P(l))d’ 2)

Let B(T)= (g qf(T)1//22qgi(T))

Since le = 0,0ne can show that —B(T)YT(T)P1YT—1(T)SYT(T)w = YT(T)w.
Therefore, from equation (2.6) it follows that,

Yme = —B(T) ff;Yamaymwm. (2.7)

Our next purpose is to prove that there exist positive constants To and X, such
that |B(T)| s K,

[o' IYTamYT-‘(snds +f mama-wands s K,

6



for every t 6 [0,T] and |YT(t)PgYT"(s)| S K, for 0 S t _<_ s _<_ T and for every T 2 To.
With a similar procedure, using the symmetry hypotheses we can prove the analog
estimates for t E [—T,0]. Since |YT(t)w| = |YT(t)Pgw| S lYT(t)PgYT'1(T)|IYT(T)w|
and YT(—t)P3 = S YT(t)Pg, the proof of the uniform boundedness will follow from the
above estimates.

Since it is not our goal to find optimal estimates, in each step below we will be
changing the constants K and To, by larger ones, but we will maintain the same
symbols.

Let so > 0 be such that the Symmetric Hartman-Grobman Theorem holds in
B“, = {m G R2 : |:1:| < 50}. Let h be the homeomorphism that conjugates the orbits
of the non linear system (2.2) and of the linear one. From Hartman [5], it follows we
can assume that h is C].

Let pg < 50. Let ac = ao(po) be such that Ipm(t)| < “0/4, for t 2 do. Since

”(ao) -» pw(a0), as T —> 00, there exists To = T0010), such that if T 2 To then
Ipm(a.o) —p7-(ao)l < “0/4. Therefore for T 2 To we have Ipr(ao)| < yo/2 and then
|pT(t)| < fie/2, for every t E [ao,T].

Since SpT(T) = pT(T), from The Symmetric Hartman-Grobman Theorem it fol-
lows that Sh'l(pT(T)) = h‘lpT(T), that is Sh‘1(pT(T)) = col(a, 0), for some a > 0.
Let u(t) = h'1(pT(t)), for everyt E [ao,T]. Then u(t) = a(cosh(T—t), — si'nh(T—t)),
for every t 6 [0,0, T].

Using the fact that h is a perturbation of the identity and the fact that h preserves
the symmetry, we can prove that for ye sufficiently small we have:

.

|u1(t)| S (3/2)|P1T(t)|, luz(t)| S (3/2)|Pi(t)|, (2-8)

for every t e [ao,T]. Similarly, we can prove that

|P1T(t)| S (3/2)|ui(t)|, lpi(t)| S (3/2lle(t)|, (2.9)

for every t E [00,T].
To simplify the calculation, given two functions w(t), v(t), we will say that w(t) z"

v(t) if there exist positive constants K,T0, such that (1/K)v(t) _<_ w(t) _<_ Ky“), for
every t E [0.0, T], for every T 2 To. Then we have Ipflt)! z“ |u1(t)| and lp'z’(t)| z“
|u2(t)|- -

If we let f = col(f1, f“), from the symmetric properties of f it follows that there
exist C°° functions F(z1,:cg), G1(zl), G2(z1,:r2), such that f1(z1,:cz) = zzF(zl,zz),
F(31,22) = $§G1(Zi) + $§G2(21,22), where F(21,32) = ouzil + Izzlz) and G1(z1),
G2($1,$2) are 0(1). .

Using (2.8) and (2.9) we obtain,

IPflfl/Pfltll S K luz(t)/ux(t)| S K I tanh(T — t)! S K ,

for every t E [0.0, T] and for every T 2 To.
Under the above assumptions, system (2.2) can be written as:

in =bpz+sz(p1,pz)
_

-

in = (1/b)p1 +piGl(p1) +p§Gz(P1,pz) (2'10)



Therefore, (”101195“)! S 11517“)! S KIPZUM (1/Klipi(f)l S 11327“)! S KIPTUN,
and from (2.8) and (2.9), we obtain:

(1/K)|U2(t)| S |P1T(t)l S K|u2(t)|,
(1/Kllu1(t)| S lf’szl S K|u1(t)|

and so,

(l/K)a sinh(T -— t) 5 |pf(t)| S Ka sinh(T — t), 2
(1/K)acosh(T - t) g ham); 5 Kacosh(T - t) ( “l

for every t E [a0,T] and for every T 2 To, that is, lplT(t)| z“ |u2(t )| and Ip'2T (t)
|U1(tl|-

Our next purpose is to find a solution Q(t) = col(Q1(t), Q2(t)), of (2.4), such that
Q1(a0)) = 0 and det(Q(0),jJT(0)) = 1. Then if we let f = col(f1,f2), we obtain,

I—u

Q“) = 11K“ fi=<PTU>>le<t> — [l/(b + fi,(PT(t))lf§,(P(t))Qi(t)

and 0mm) — 02am) = eL‘W-b’vnw Thus

Qx(t)z’>§(t) - {ll/(b + fi,(PT(t))]Q1(t) — [1/(b + fi,(PT(t))Q1(t)]fil(pT(t))}iaT(t) =
Jar-(prom:

and we obtain the equation,

(5 + f1 (PT (0)?T(t ) (b + f;,(pT(t))efJ “(f-(P’UDM
Qi(t)— [—_:2—-T(_t)_p_ + f31(PT(t))lQl(t) —

16170)
(2 12

with the initial condition Q1(ao)) = 0.
i )

Ifwelet (b+f‘(Tt “Tt
mu) = mm) =W + aw»,

_ _ (b + f:,(pT(t))efo‘"<f-‘P’<'”>"
we) — Wm) — — m, ,

we obtain the equation,
.
Qi(t) = w(t)Ql(t) + W(t) (2.13)

Therefore Ql(t) = f; efntfl'wW(s)ds.
From the above estimates it follows that,

/b_;7((1)dT—K<— /w(‘r)d'r</ b _”’T(())d+K
Using (2.10), we obtain,

P2(T)
__ 1071 P2(")

'-_——;(T)d K<—_/ ()d </_TWd+K



Then,

75:70) ‘ tflf)dT -— K S w 1 d7' < .__2_d Kj" Pi“) -/0 ( ) _ . par) 7+
and so,

firm ”if r
(l/K)ef' 35th S ef“w(r)dr S Kef‘ fidf

Thus

T T
p2 (t) f' w(1')d'r P2 (t)l/K S e - S K( tam) pas)

and so,

1 1 ‘ “wrdr T t 1

(1/K)|pg(t)|Lst gjaoef. (> W(s)ds 5 “hm/a, [pflsflzds

Since lpflt)! z“ |u3(t)}, it follows that,

sinh(t — co)
t 2a -—.—Q1( )

asmh(T_ 00) (2.14)

Now we are going to estimate qlT(t) and qu(t), where qT(t) is given by Lemma 2.5.
An easy calculation shows that qlT(t) and Q1(t) are solutions of (2.13). Therefore,

qflt) = 0100+ cf; "‘""‘q¥(ao),

for every t E R.
We can assume that qlT(ao) > 0, for every T 2 T0. In fact. Let us consider

now the case T = 00. In this case, there exists a solution, §(t), of (2.4), such that
|¢j(t) — e‘col(b, 1)| = o(e‘), as t —> 00. Then 6,-(t) —> 00, as t —-» co, and we can assume
that 6,-(t) > 0, for t 2 0,0, for i = 1,2. Therefore there exist constants c,d such that
q°‘:(t) = ci1'(t) + dfi°°(t), for every t E R. From the condition det(q°°(t),;i°°(t)) =
e]; “LOW-Dd" we obtain, c det(¢j(t),p3’°(t)) = e-LttrUdpfl'nd'. Therefore c > 0 and
q§°(t) —» 00, as t —+ co and we can assume q§°(a.o) > 0. Using the continuity with
respect to the initial data, we can prove that there exists To > 0 such that qflao) > 0

for every T 2 To. Then we have Q1(t) S qflt) = Q1(t) + e'r‘o 1“(')d'qf'(a.o). Using the
above estimates we obtain,

sinh(t—ac) sinh(t— ) I {(t) i( l

Ka sinh(T — no) 5
q1T(t) S Kiasinh(T ”0000)

p lPi‘ilaoilO)

Since q'flao) ——) q;’°(ao), as T —> 00, we have for every t E [ao,T] and for every
T 2 T0:

sinh(t — do) sinh(t — 0.0) + 1

Ka sinh(T — 0.0)
< Tt <“ql( )-Kasinh(T—ao) (2.15)



for every t G [0.0, T], for every T 2 To. Therefore,

sinh(t — ao)
Kc: sinh(T — no)

for every t 6 [an + 1,T], for every T 2 To.
Since qflt), satisfies

£0) = I(1/b) + f3.(pT(t))Iq1T(t) + 3,(PT(t))qu(t),
‘ z T a t 2

we have, gm) = ef-ofv" ‘ Wazoo) + fz. ef- fv‘P’Wm/b) + f3.(pT(s))]qT(s)ds.
As before, we can assume that qflao) > 0 for every T 2 To. Then,

sinh(t —- no)< Tt < _____— M )— Kasinh(T—a0) (2.16)

(1/10 fr, q3‘< )ds < qZ(t)_< KIM(an) + j'qM as]

Using (2.16), we obtain,

cosh(t — an) — 1 T cosh(t — ao)—— < t < _—_Ka sinh(T — 0.0) " q,( ) Kasinh(T — do)

for every t 6 [0,0, T] and for every T 2 To and then,

cosh(t — 0.0)
TU) cosh(t — ao)

Ka sinh(T — an) — q’ — asinh(T — an)

for every t 6 [do + 1,T] and for every T 2 To

Consider now the matrices:

(2.17)

YTI‘IP‘YT (“I" ‘ WWW Iiiiiiigfii£433.43)
3 _ c—L'w.(p’(r))drrz(s)9f(t)—1"f(8)q1(t)YTWJTI > (13:(m: (t) —z31(8)qu(t))

Using (2.11), (2.16) and (2.17), we obtain for ao + 1 5 t 5 s 5 T,

|fif(3)<117(t)l + IP1T1T(3)‘I (t)I+Ii>zTHE (t)I+IPT(8)qu(t)I S

s Egn—hIé—fiL—MKOSMT — s) sinh(t — 0.0) + sinh(T -- s) cosh(t — ao)]

+ £37.5lequ — s) cosh(t — ao)+sinh(T — a) sinh(t — ao)]

K< —_ ‘ T _ t _ — —__ sinh(T __ a0)Islnh( 3 + an) + cosh(T 3 + t 0-0”

Therefore,

IYr(t)PzYT"(3)I S Isinh(T—ao—(s—t))+°°sh(T—ao — (8 —t))I (2-18)
K

sinh(T-ao)

forao+15tSsST.
m



Then

|YT(t)P2Yr"(-’)| Smwnhw — 00) + C°Sh(T ' cell
and so,

IYTWzYT-‘(sn s 1m +H1
which implies,

IYT(t)PgYT’1(s)| 5 K, for 0.0 +1 S s 5 t 5 T.

From the continuity with respect to the initial data it follows that,

|YT(t)PgYT’1(s)| S K, for 0 S s S t 5 T.

Let us prove first that LT |YT(t)PgY7-"1(s)|ds S K, for t E [0,T]. Consider first
t E [00 + 1, T].

From (2.18) it follows that,

T _
T K .

‘/t lYT(t)P2YT 1(3)Id$ S K./¢ m[Slnh(T—8+t—ao)+COSh(T—8+t—ao)]d8

and then
[sinh(T — 00) + cosh(T — ao)]

sinh(T — ao)[f IYT(t>PzYT-‘<s>|ds s K

Therefore,
T

/‘ |YT(t)P,YT-1(s)|ds 5 K, for t 6 [ac +1,T].

For t E [0,ao + 1], we have,

ff |YT(t>P=YT-‘(s)|ds s j,““ IYT<t)P=YT-‘(s)|ds + L+1'YT‘*)P=YT'1(’)"’" s

f“ IYT(t>P=YT-‘(s)|ds + mam-loo + 1)|/: IYr(ao + 1)P=Y;‘(s>|ds

(3me the continuity with respect to the initial data and from the above inequality
proved for t 6 [an + 1,T], we obtain,

T
/, |YT(t)P,Y;1(s)|ds 5 K, for t e [0,T],

for every T 2 To.
Now we are going to estimate [5 [YT(t)P1Y7-_l(s)lds. As before, consider first the

case t e [co +1,T].

jo
‘
|YT(t)P1YT—1(s)|ds 5 f“ |YT(t)P1YT"1(.s)|d.s+11:+1 |YT(t)P,YT—1(s)|ds

11



As before, from the continuity with respect to the initial data, it follows that the
first integral is uniformly bounded. It remains to estimate the last integral.

AZ“ lYT(t)P1Y;1(3)|d3 S

s KLl'fiilthm + Human + woman + Izaflnqflamda

5 55h az+1[sinh(T _ t) cosh(s - ac) + sinh(T - t)sinh(s _ 410)

+ cosh(T — t) cosh(s _ do) + cosh(T - t)sinh(s - a0)]ds

5 Err—(75725 £+1[sinh(T _ co - (t - s)) + cosh(T - do - (t _ s))]ds

5 MKTQKOSMT - no) - cosh(T - t — 1) + sinh(T - ao) - sinh(T — t - 1)]

5 fikcsMT — ac) + sinh(T - don

Therefore, ;°+1|YT(t)P1Y771(s)|ds S K, for every t E [ao + 1,T].
From the continuity with respect to the initial data it follows that,

f; |YT(t)P1YT—1(s)|ds S K, for every t E [0,410 + 1].
Let us prove now that lB(T)l S K, where,

Em z (8 tray/agar»,
From (2.16) and (2.17) it follows that,

qIT(T) < a sinh(T — ac)
q;(T) — a cosh(T — an).

Therefore, |B(T)| S K, for every T 2 To.
This completes the proof of our theorem. l

3 Applications
Consider the equations:

32 = Ay +f(y) (3.1)
i: = A: + f(z) + F(t,:r,, A) (3.2)

(1) fl), f is a 03 function

F(t,z,z\) = A131: + A3h(t) + R(t,z,X), where R(t,z,A) = GUM”) is 03, B is a
constant 2 x 2 matrix and his continuous in R. Let F(t, z, A) be a l-periodic functions
of t.

We suppose that the eigenvalues of A are real and different from zero. In fact,
without loss of generality we can assume that A = (131, 3), where b is a positive

where A and f are reversible with respect to S = (

number.
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We assume that there exists 20° 6 VuflS, zoo # 0. Therefore there is a homoclinic
solution to the origin, p°°(t), of equation (3.1). Let pT(t) be the 2T-periodic solution,
given by Lemma 2.4, for T sufficiently large.

[From now on we are going to use a notation a little different from the one used
in Chapter 2. Let us indicate by p'"(t), the m-periodic solution of (3.1), where m is
a positive integer, such that Sp,,,(0) = pm(0).

Following the procedure of Chow, Hale and Mallet-Paret[3], we seek solution a:(t)
of (3.2) close to p’"(t + a), where 1 S m 5 00. This suggests to consider :c(t — a) =
p'“(t) + z(t), where 22(O) = 0.

Then we obtain the following equation:

2 = A: + swam + as. z) + F0 — a,p"‘(t) + z. A) (3.3)

where,

G(t,z) = [0 (some) + oz) — f=(p"‘(t))]d92 = 0.042),
and O..(|z|’) means that there exist positive constants K, mo and 5, such that
|Ou(|z|2)| S K|z|2, for every 2 satisfying |z| 5 6, for any m 6 [mm 00].

Let P", be the space of m-periodic functions from R to R2, if m is an integer and
P00 be the space of bounded functions from R to R2, with the sup norm.

Let Mm and Qm be projections defined as follows: for each m-periodic function
h(t), let (Mmh)(t) = h2(0)p'"(t)/15;"(0) and

(MW) = (1mm) [12 ¢m(s)h(s)ds M).
where,

M) = fl?W-‘P“"’>"(zsr(t). are».
and d... = 11/3, ¢m(t)¢rm(t)dt.

Using the Lyapunov-Schmidt Method we see that z(t) is a solution of equation
(3.3), in 'P,,., such that Mmz = 0, if and only if, z(t) is a solution of the following
system of equations:

Z = IC,,.(I — Qm)(G(',z) + F(' — a» m(') + All) (3-4)
Qm(G('1 z) + F(' _ a, m() + 21A» = 0 (3-5)

where Km is given in the proof of Theorem (2.6).
From Theorem 2.6 and from the implicit function theorem it follows that there

exists positive constants mg, a and 5, such that equation (3.4) has a unique solution
2(t) = 2(/\,a)(t), such that |2| S 5, for every A,a, |/\| S a and for every m 6 (mo, 00].
Moreover |i(A,a)| = Ou(|)\|).

If we substitute 2 into equation (3.5) we obtain,

Qm(G(-,s) + F(- — a, "‘(-) + 2, A)) = 0 (3.6)

Using the expression of F, given in the beginning of this chapter, in equation (3.6),
we obtain,

12



A1 /2
m A; /3

2

Z _m/2¢m(t)Bp (t)dt+ Z fil2¢m(t)h(t_a)dt+ 0M,“ )=0 (3.7)

Lemma 3.1 Let V : R4 —» R, be a smoothfunction such that |V(z,y)| 5 K(|x|+|y|),
for every z,y E R7, where K is a positive constant. Then 13:7, V(p’“(t),p"‘(t))dt —->

ff; V(p°°(t),j7°°(t))dt, as m —» co, if the last integral is finite.

Proof: The symmetry assumptions imply that we only have to consider the integrals
on R+.

Let (to as in Theorem 2.6. Then

co '°° m/2
m -m1/0 V(p°°(t>,p (mat — [0 Von (t),p (t))dt| s

“0
‘oo m 'm

I2
7” “7“I / V(p°°(t),p a» — up (t),p (t))dtl +| / v<p (t),p (t))dt|

0 no

+ | / V(p°°(t),¢°°(t))dt1.
0.0

From the continuity with respect to the initial data it follows that the first integral
goes to zero as m. —» 00.

From our assumptions and from the results of Chapter 2 it follows that

| jg?” V(p"*(t),za'"(t)>dt| s
KI [cf/1mm wanna 5 K1 [S’flfimamdt s lawman.

Therefore, given 5 > 0, there exists mo > 0, such that for any m 2 mo,

1 j: vo“(t),zs°°(t))dt — [om/2 V(p"‘(t),iv"‘(t))dtl s e

Let us assume that If; ¢m(t)Bp°°(t)dt 76 0. From Lemma 3.1 it follows that
inn/52 ¢m(t)Bp"'(t)dt 75 0, for every m 2 mg, for a sufficiently large mo and the
bifurcation equation (3.7) is then equivalent to:

A1 = Asz(a) + OuuAlz) (3.8)
where

fm/z ¢m(t)Bp’"(t)dt
If in the interval [0, 1], Hw(a) has a unique maximum (rcsp. minimum) point ag"

(resp. 0:1”), and £4353“? < 0, (rand:sz > 0), then there exists mo > 0, such
that, for any 777. 2 mo, there is as” (respectaT) in such a way that Hm(a{,") (respect.
Hm(a;")) is the maximum value (respect. minimum value) of H on [0, 1]. ,

Using the ideas of Chow, Hale and Mallet-Paret[3], we can prove the following
theorem,
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Theorem 3.2 Suppose A and f are reversible with respect to S = (3 01), f is

a C3 function, F(t,:C,/\) = A13: + hill“) “i” R(t,z,/\), where R(t,z,/\) = O(l’\l2)
(uniformly fort E R and z in bounded sets) is Cs, B is a constant 2 x 2 matrix
and h is continuous in R. Suppose that F'(t,:z:,A) is a l-periodic function oft and
that the eigenvalues ofA are real and different from 0. We assume that there exists
zoo E V“ n S , 1:00 3:5 0, that the space of m-periodic solution of (2.4) is one di-
mensional, that ff; ¢m(t)Bp°°(t)dt 94 0 and that in the interval [0,1], Hoo(a) has
a unique maximum (respect. minimum) Paint ac (TCSP. a]001) andM < 0

(respect. —L;—(,.—am > 0).
Under the above assumptions, there exist positive numbers m0 and 6 such that in

the neighborhood of the origin U = {A : IA] < 5}, there exist bifurcation curves C3.“
(respect. 673“), of subharmonic solutions, if m < co and of homoclinic solutions
ifm = 00, which are tangent to the straight lines A, = A1Hm(a6") (respect. A; =
Ale(a'1")). Moreover C2“ —* cg“ (respect. CT —-> C133), as m —; oo.

lin

nin
coo

Fig. 3.1

Proof: We just have to analyze the bifurcation equation (3.8), using the a priori
estimate: Pq/Agl S C, for (Ahkz) in a neighborhood of the origin, where C is a
constant. I

Fig. 3.1 shows a possible picture of the bifurcation curves.
Now we present some examples where our assumptions are satisfied. An interesting

case is the one that comes from the second order equation:

5; + g(z) : —A,:b + A2h(t)

that is, we consider the system:

i1=12
i: = 221 + 90121) —' Ali + A2h(t)
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where h. is a l-periodic continuous function, with suitable conditions on g(::1). We
can take por example g(:r:1) = —(zl)’, or g(zl) = —(:r:1)3 . In this case we take

0 0B=(0 _1).
We can also consider a perturbation of:

$1 = 1:2 —1.88(.’L’2)3 + ($2)5
2.2 = 21—(Il)2.
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